On the other hand Cehlov [2] nas shown the existence of a weak solution for mixed problems under discontinuous boundary conditions. He has imposed the assumption that the space domain is a half space and the equation is the wave equation. His method is the Fourier-Laplace transformation.
In this note we consider a mixed problem under discontinuous 
and
Theorem 2. /w addition to the assumption of Theorem 1, assume that u Q eH 2 loc (£!-S)V where S is the boundary of diQ(d 2 Q). Then u(x, i) also belongs to Hl oc (S-S). Thus the solution satisfies B 2 u = Q
2) The space H} QC (Q-S) is the set of functions belonging to locally
in the interior of di&.
Remark. Here we have assumed (2.1). Hence if di@ is an (n -2)-dimensional compact manifold, our theorem holds. With difference method, Babaeva and Namazov [1] has shown the existence of the solution for our problem also when 9 2^ is an (n -2)-dimensional compact manifold.
3. Let us consider the space H=K(ti)xL 2 (ti) with the inner product i.y + where U{= {u^ Vj} (i = l, 2) and ci is a sufficiently large constant depending only on a z -y and o~. We denote by \\U\\n the £T-norm of U.
Obviously the space H is complete and by the well-known interpolation relation (see e.g. Q6]) the norm \\U H is equivalent to ||w||i+||v||o (U= {u, v}).
The formulation in this section is radically due to the book of H.G. Garnir. 3) Set the operator A(t) in such a way that Since U satisfies the boundary condition (^2) on d^Q (see Definition 2.2) 3 we have
Further it is easily seen that Let us put in Lemma 3
Then I satisfies the assumption of Lemma 3 by the well-known inequality.
Thus there is a u^K(^ such that B t [u, qT\ = l(<p) for any <^6K(J2).
In particular, taking <p as in C^(^) 3 we see that (3.9) holds and Lu 6 
Lemma 6. For u in C^} (R-) there is a sequence {#>/} in CJJ }
such that Now there is a finite point set {Pi,---,P#} and the union of U(P k ) (1SS&5SAO covers Q. Let the function a k be in CJ(Z7(P*)) such that AT 2 a^l in J2. We assume that the points Pi,...,PjvCfV';^V) are in 9 2^. _ Each subdomain U(P k }r\Q(l<Jt<,N r } can be mapped in a one to one C°°w ay into y w <^0 5) such that theo perator -T -on U(Pk) is transformed into ara . Applying Lemma 8 for OL^U on y»<s0 3 we can find a sequence {^/ fe) } -having the following property that It is easily seen that from Lemma 1^-
\\U(t}\\ 2 H = (U'(t\ U(t)) H + (U(t\U f (t}} H at
), tf(0)*+(tf(0,
nu(t)\\a\\F(t)\\ a .
From this it follows Hence
